Abstract. Although experimental and observational studies have shown that microparasites can induce the deterministic reduction, fluctuation and extinction scenarios for its host population, most existing host-parasite interaction models fail to produce such rich dynamical behaviors simultaneously. We explore the effects of explicit dynamics of parasites under logistic host growth and different infection rate function. Our results show that the explicit dynamics of parasites and standard incidence function can induce the host density fluctuation and extinction scenario in the case of logistic host growth.
1.
Introduction. Parasites, particularly in microparasites that have direct reproduction within their host ( [1, 2] ), such as viruses, bacteria, or unicellular eukaryotes, have been shown to reduce host density and even to induce host population extinction in some cases (e.g., [9] and references cited therein). For example, Daphnia populations can exhibit fluctuation throughout the growing season ( [8] ) and the oscillation behaviors was also observed in chronic HBV or HCV carriers ( [5, 7, 20] ).
In an effort to understand the parasite induced host extinction, Ebert et 
where x, y represent the densities of uninfected and infected hosts respectively; r is the maximum per capita birth rate of uninfected hosts; θ ≤ 1 is the relative fecundity of an infected hosts; 1/k measures the carrying capacity for host population. Uninfected hosts are die at a density-dependent rate of, dx, and become infected with a rate of βxy. Infected hosts are produced at the rate of βxy and die at a density-dependent rate of (d+a)y that is higher than the rate d at which susceptible hosts die. The parameter a measures the virulence of the parasite, which is defined as the contribution of the parasite to the mortality of the host. Model (1) predicts the existence of a globally attractive positive steady state ( [13] ). After a careful examination of the infection rate in model (1), Hwang and Kuang ( [13] ) replaced the mass action incidence function with a standard incidence function, which is described by βxy/(x + y) and has been employed in some hostmicroparasite interaction models ( [10, 11, 12, 14, 18] ). A comprehensive survey on this modification can be found in [13] . With this simple modification, model (1) becomes
where β measures the maximum number of infections an infective host can cause in a unit of time. In [13] , a complete mathematical investigation of the revised model (2) shows that the host extinction and reduction dynamics do occur but oscillatory behaviors can not happen. Note that models (1) and (2) have not included the dynamics of free parasites explicitly. The reason is that there is a plausible assumption that the amount of free parasites is simply proportional to the number of infected hosts because the dynamics of the parasite is usually substantially faster than that of the infected host ( [3, 13, 14, 21, 22, 25] ). Hence, in average, the number of infected hosts y can be considered also a measure of free parasites.
However, it is not clear when such a plausible assumption is actually reasonable. Hence we would like to consider the effect of an explicit parasite dynamics in both (1) and (2) .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, under the assumption of mass action incidence function, the effect of the parasite dynamics is studied, and the results show that the host density reduction and fluctuation scenarios can be addressed, but it fails to explain host deterministic extinction phenomena. In section 3, the model, which combines the factors of standard incidence function and parasite dynamics, is discussed and all scenarios, including host deterministic reduction, extinction and fluctuation, can be observed simultaneously. Finally, a discussion and some biological implications of our findings are given in section 4.
2.
Effects of parasite dynamics with mass action incidence function. When mass action incidence function is considered but the explicit dynamics of parasite is ignored, model (1) is proposed in [9] to understand the parasite induced host extinction. However, for model (1), the host-extinct equilibrium E 0 = (0, 0) is always unstable. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the basic reproduction number of parasites is R 0 = β(r − d)/rk(a + d). As stated in [13] , using the auxiliary function D = 1/xy as Dulac function, we have Theorem 2.1. In model (1), the disease-free equilibrium E 1 = ((r − d)/rk, 0) is globally asymptotically stable if R 0 < 1 and the unique infection equilibrium E * = (x * , y * ) is globally asymptotically stable if R 0 > 1. Here,
.
where
Incorporating the parasite dynamics in model (1), we have
where we assume that the free parasites are released from infected hosts at the rate of cy and die at the rate of uv. Observe that when there is no parasites, the growth of hosts obeys the following simple logistic equation
where K = (r − d)/(rk). Therefore, in the rest of this paper, we assume that r > d to ensure that the host is viable when there is no parasite. The objective of this section is to perform a qualitative analysis of system (3). We begin this by computing the basic reproduction number of parasites in (3) . Recall that the basic reproduction number is the mean number of secondary cases which is caused by a typical infected individual in a totally susceptible population in its lifetime in the absence of any control policies. For an infected host, in its mean lifetime of T = 1/(d + a), it can generate in average P (T ) amount of parasites where P (T ) = cT . A parasite has an average lifetime of 1/u and hence can at a maximum produce I(T ) amount of infections, where I(T ) = βK/u. Therefore, according to the definition of the basic reproduction number, we can see that the basic reproduction number of parasites in (3) is
It is easy to see that the host-extinct equilibrium E 0 = (0, 0, 0) and the diseasefree equilibrium E 1 = (K, 0, 0) always exist for (3) . If R 0 > 1, in addition to the host-extinct and disease-free equilibria, there is an unique infection equilibrium
Here,
Clearly, the characteristic equations associated with the Jacobian matrix (6) at the equilibria E 0 and E 1 are
respectively. Thus, E 0 is always unstable, E 1 is locally asymptotically stable if R 0 < 1 and unstable if R 0 > 1.
Using (4), we have
Note that (7) is a linear system and its characteristic equation at the origin is
Since R 0 < 1 and can be chosen arbitrarily small, we take 0
. By a standard comparison theorem of ordinary differential equations, we have
Therefor, we we have the following result for model (3).
Theorem 2.2. In model (3), E 0 is always unstable, E 1 is globally asymptotically stable if R 0 < 1 and unstable if R 0 > 1.
Next, we consider the stability of E * of (3). With the aid of Mathematica, we have the following characteristic equations associated with the Jacobian matrix (6) at the equilibria E *
Using the expression in (5), we have
Then, by Routh-Hurwitz criterion, we have the following local stability result.
It is easy to see that system (3) is uniformly persistent if R 0 > 1, the proof of which is rather standard and is the same as Theorem 6 in [23] .
Due to the complexity of the expression of ∆ 2 in (9), we will explore the dynamics of (3) through numerical simulations based on the hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection. A baseline range of values for most parameters can be determined from empirical data already in the literature (Table 1 ). Figure 1A shows that the infected equilibrium E * is stable, Figure 1B indicates that E * is unstable and a stable periodic solution appears. Comparing the value of β or R 0 in Figure 1A and that in Figure 1B , we conclude that the large rate of virion infection of hepatocytes or basic reproduction number of virion could induce the fluctuation scenario. According to the normal range of β in Table 1 , we observe that the fluctuation dynamics in HBV infection is rather robust for model (3), see Figure 2 . [24] In fact, note that θ ≤ 1 is the relative fecundity of an infected hosts and it is usual small or zero (see [8] ). If the infected hosts stops reproducing (i.e., θ = 0) and they form a small part of the total host population, then one may exclude them from the carrying capacity of the susceptible host growth dynamics in (3). This results in
For ( 3. Effects of parasite dynamics with standard incidence function. When standard incidence function is considered but explicit parasite dynamics is ignored, Hwang and Kuang [13] gave a complete global study of the model (2). However, a main biological limitation of (2) is the lack of oscillatory dynamics. In this section, we add an explicit parasite dynamics to the model (2) and present a systematic computational exploration to the resulting model which takes the form of
It is easy to see that the parasite basic reproduction number for (11) is
For (11), the host-extinct equilibrium E 0 = (0, 0, 0) and the disease-free equilibrium E 1 = ((r − d)/rk, 0, 0) always exist. Under the assumption of rθ > a + d, (11) has an unique infection equilibrium
Note that θ ≤ 1 is usual very small. We assume below that rθ < a + d.
Except at E 0 , the Jacobian matrix J of (11) 
Thus, all roots of (14) are negative if R 0 < 1 and at least one eigenvalue becomes positive if R 0 > 1. In order to obtain the global stability of E 1 , it is sufficient to prove that (y, v) → (0, 0) as t → +∞. Take an auxiliary system of (11) as
Note that (15) is a linear system and its characteristic equation at the origin is
Thus, (y, v) → (0, 0) as t → +∞ for (15) if R 0 < 1. The positivity of solutions of (11) together with a standard comparison theorem of ordinary differential equations, we have (y, v) → (0, 0) as t → +∞ for (11) . Consequently, x → (r − d)/kr as t → +∞ for (11) . Thus, we have proven the following result for model (11) .
Theorem 3.1. E 1 is globally asymptotically stable if R 0 < 1 and unstable if R 0 > 1.
Consider now the stability of E * for (11) . Let
With the aid of Mathematica, using the expression in (12), we have the characteristic equations associated with the Jacobian matrix (13) at the equilibria E * is
, and
The expressions of C ij in (18) can be found in the appendix. After some algebra calculations, we have
Since function f 1 (R 0 ), f 3 (R 0 ) and f 4 (R 0 ) are continuous, there exist R 1 > 1, R 2 > 1 and R 3 > 1 such that
Thus, by Routh-Hurwitz criterion, we have Theorem 3.2. Suppose that R 0 > 1 and rθ < a + d. Then E * is locally asymptotically stable if 1 < R 0 < min{R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R * }.
Clearly the Jacobian matrix at E * is complicated and model (11) is not differentiable at E 0 . In order to gain a global insights into the dynamics of model (11), we carried out a systematic computational exploration of (11) . Figure 3 illustrates some of the typical model outcomes. Again, the values for the model parameters come from Table 1 . Figure 3A shows that the infected equilibrium E * is stable, Figure 3B indicates that E * is unstable and a stable periodic solution appears, Figure 3C indicates that the host-extinction equilibrium E 0 is stable. Comparing the value of β or R 0 in Figure 3 , we conclude that the large rate of virion infection of hepatocytes or basic reproduction number of virion could induce the fluctuation or extinction scenarios. The outcome of HBV infection will become increasingly more serious as the basic reproduction number of virion is increased and the final result is inevitably an acute liver failure (ALF) or an acute liver necrosis (ALN) ( [15] ), see also Figure 4 . In fact, if we suppose that the infected hosts has no fecundity (i.e., θ = 0) and the death rate of susceptible hosts is neglected, (11) is reduced to the model in [12] and a rigorous proof of the globally asymptotically stable of the equilibrium E 0 was given by a change of variable technique when the basic reproduction number of virion R 0 is sufficient large. Furthermore, an attracting limit cycle is also observed by numerical simulation. Thus, host deterministic reduction, extinction and fluctuation are the robust phenomena in the model with explicit parasite dynamics and standard incidence function.
4.
Discussion. Epidemiological models are often used to explain empirical results where microparasites reduce the density or lead to the extinction or fluctuation of their host populations ( [9] ). In this paper, we perform an analysis on the effect of explicit dynamics of parasites with mass action incidence function or standard incidence function. We see that a combination of explicit dynamics of parasites and standard incidence function can indeed generate the often observed reduction, We summarize the main effects on host population of all aspects in Table 2 . Clearly, the popular quasi-steady-state assumption that the amount of free parasites is proportional to the number of infected hosts, is not reasonable under logistic host growth, since the host density fluctuation scenario will be lost. Hence, we suspect that one of the possibly many causes of deterministic oscillations of host is the natural explicit parasite dynamics interacting with logistic host growth dynamics. Furthermore, we observe that the main effect of the standard incidence function is its ability of inducing the host extinction scenario with logistic host growth. In conclusion, we believe that a combination of logistic host growth, standard incidence function and explicit dynamics of the parasite forms a more balanced model framework for describing basic host-parasite interactions than most other existing models. (A)+(B) reduction, fluctuation and extinction [12] and this paper
Here, (a) mass action incidence function; (b) implicit parasite dynamics; (A) standard incidence infection function; (B) explicit parasite dynamics.
Appendix. Expressions of C ij in (18) . A 4 ) , C 30 = −uθA 2 A 3 − A 1 (βcθ + uA 3 ), C 31 = θ(2uA 2 A 3 + βc(3A 1 + A 2 + A 4 )), C 32 = βcA 1 (2 − 3θ) + A 2 (uA 3 (1 − θ) − 2βcθ) + βcA 4 (1 − 2θ), C 33 = −βc(1 − θ)(A 1 + A 2 + A 4 ), C 40 = uA 2 ) −uA 2 (1 − 9θ + 10θ
2 ) + 2uA 3 (1 − 3θ + 2θ 2 ) + uA 4 (1 − θ)) +uA 2 ((θ − 1)(u(θ − 1)(u + A 3 ) 2 + βc(4θ − 1)(2u + A 3 )) +2βcθA 4 (2 − 3θ)) + βc(u(1 − θ)(u(θ − 1)(2u + 3A 3 ) +βc(7θ − 3) + A 3 A 4 (1 − 3θ)) + βcA 4 (1 − 6θ + 6θ
2 )), C 44 = (θ − 1)(u 2 A 2 2 (θ − 1)(u + A 3 ) + βcA 1 (βc(3 − 5θ) + uA 2 (5θ − 2) +uA 3 (1 − θ)) + βcuA 2 ((1 − θ)(2u + A 3 ) − A 4 (1 − 4θ)) +βc(2βcu(θ − 1) + A 4 (2βc(1 − 2θ) + A 3 u(1 − θ)))), C 45 = βc(βc − uA 2 )(A 1 + A 4 )(1 − θ)
2 .
